ABSTRACT Live streaming entertainment services are a relatively recent phenomenon with an increasing market share. YY Live, which is a leading live streaming entertainment service provider in China, launched at $11.32 USD on Nasdaq in 2013 and is currently valued at $106.25 USD (as of 24th May 2018). In contrast to other popular social media platforms in the Western world, such as Facebook Live and Amazon Twitch, which rely on advertising revenue, the live streaming broadcast industry in China bases its business model on viewers buying virtual gifts. This business model has been accepted on Wall Street; thus, its success deserves further academic attention. This paper aims to reveal this industry's business model and explore the reasons for the widespread success of these streaming services. This study conducts interviews with officers from YY Live and performs a content analysis of news reports. The discussion demonstrates several challenges of current YY Live business models, especially the partnership between the host and host union and the psychological impact of the gift-giving model.
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I. LIVE STREAMING SHOW CONTENT AND ASSOCIATED CHALLENGES
Live streaming is an emerging communication channel that differs significantly from other streaming services and social media [1] . First, market reports reveal a constant decrease in television viewers, especially among young viewers [2] . One explanation for this trend is the increasing mobile usage per capita, which is especially high among Asian youths. Nonetheless, although we observe significant growth of video streaming services, such as Netflix, in this decade, this 'real-time entertainment' market has remained static [3] . The recent development of live video streaming has accelerated the speed of this market's development. For example, youth in China outspend the rest of the world on in-app purchases.
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In 2016, China's live streaming market alone was worth approximately $5 billion USD [4] .
In contrast to static one-way communication, such as television broadcasts, live streaming services embed interactive features, such as live-calling and virtual spending, to feed the need for instant connection [5] . While social media also has interactive features, viewers of live streaming services can interact with hosts in real time. In addition, live streaming broadcasts have introduced intimacy and bonding effects between viewers and hosts and among viewers [6] . Such interactive features and bonding effects may resolve the social anxiety issues suffered by some hosts and respond to the feelings of loneliness of viewers who crave more contact with the real world [7] .
The content on live streaming platforms also varies; live broadcasts related to sports, travel, games, education and other diverse topics are continuously emerging. Regardless of one's age or identity, a person can follow hosts to watch an auto show and then switch to the learning mode the next minute to discuss how to raise children as an 'opinion leader'. This rich and dense webcast content is highly appealing, and young people in particular increasingly consume such content. Moreover, the visual interactivity of such content caters to the cultural consumption habits of young users.
Notably, however, it is much more difficult to monitor the content on streaming services given the vast amount of content and its immediate influence. Inappropriate content includes fabricated news, violence, and sex. Facebook is recruiting additional staff and adopting machine-learning approaches to address this issue [8] , [9] .
YY Live streams various content, including dancing, singing, computer gaming, and sports activities. This content is provided in real time by presenters (hosts). The core business model relies on live streaming viewers (fans) purchasing gifts for their favourite hosts; YY Live receives a portion of the gift. The distribution of the gift revenue is set at 5:4:1 among the YY Live platform, host, and host union.
To generate more revenue, YY Live has various protocols to encourage fans to spend more money on their favourite hosts. YY Live also actively caters to their fans regarding scheduling and choices of live streaming content. The key to the YY Live business model is the monetary interface between hosts and viewers. Thus, the selection of live streaming content is based on whether the content can attract, retain and encourage viewers to spend money while watching a show. To achieve this balance, YY Live must be sensitive in selecting its live streaming content. This paper discusses four key shows that emerged from an analysis of the live streaming content in China and their associated political challenges, viewership attraction, and retention issues.
A. LIVE GAMING SHOW
'Live gaming show' is a live streaming show that utilizes the popularity of <Player Unknown: Battle Ground> (PUBG), which is an online war game incorporating team strategy. As PUBG is currently the most popular competition-based electronic game, viewers are eager to watch the development of each game and participate in discussion during the live broadcast. Furthermore, since PUBG is a team game, fans in different show rooms are able to communicate and become 'common fans' of the same game player or host, which attracts new viewers and helps retain existing viewers. Historical YY Live data indicate that there is a strong viewer base willing to pay for expensive gifts, further securing consistent revenue for YY Live. However, there are also challenges associated with this show. The recent strengthening of restrictions on electronic games due to their graphic and violent content by the Chinese government (including the Ministry of Culture and Tourism and Publicity Department of the CPC) highlights the widespread concern regarding the effects of these games on the psychological development of young people. Furthermore, the gaming experience and survival-based strategy employed in PUBG are arguably not aligned with the core values of traditional Chinese culture. Therefore, it is necessary for live streaming channels to assess the gaming products they select, particularly regarding the appropriateness of the game's content and existing legislative and cultural requirements.
B. MC RAPPING
'MC Rapping' is a show developed from hip-hop that showcases a variety of rappers (termed MC rappers). During the early stages of the show's development, most MC rappers originated from low socioeconomic classes without higher education, which led to the prevalence of blunt and vulgar raps expressing dissatisfaction with life. This characteristic led to the development of a loyal fan base with similar experiences. As a result, the simplified presentation approach and vulgar content of MC Rapping is not recognized by the mainstream arts. Despite the popularity of MC Rapping on social media, any inappropriate content from MC Rapping is likely to endanger the reputation of YY Live and compromise the business relationship between YY Live and the government. Therefore, a balance must be achieved between the live show content restrictions and MC Rappers' creativity. Available actions include forbidding inappropriate clothing and symbolic gestures, such as swearing, tattoos, and anti-socialism. Such actions could prevent MC Rapping from violating regulations while still facilitating content development.
C. QUIZ FOR PRIZE
Introduced in December 2017, 'Quiz for prize' is a popular game in which participants can answer questions and earn rewards based on the number of questions they answer correctly. This method of attracting new viewers is powerful; according to YY Live, during the month after the introduction of this show, YY Live placed in the top three streaming service downloads. The number of viewers across other YY Live streaming entertainment channels also spiked. However, this format can pose challenges to retaining users in a financially viable manner. Monetary prizes are required for the winners, and it is difficult to encourage viewers to develop a reliance on the live show. Therefore, these viewers are likely to become one-off viewers who will not visit the same live broadcast platform again. Suitable strategies must be established to retain viewership and create a monetary interface. This show failed to meet expectations and showed a steady decrease in viewers following the start of each live show. The hosts also revealed that the viewers appeared uninterested in the pets' performances and thus were unlikely to purchase gifts for their favourite pets. Furthermore, pets cannot be easily controlled and are unwilling to remain in front of a camera for an extended period, making it extremely difficult to perform on a live show with a host. The interesting and funny content of pet shows relies on manual editing. If every single frame of a live pet show is presented, the show could feel long and boring. After a trial period, YY Live recognized that this type of content was not suitable for a live show.
These examples demonstrate that when live streaming platforms choose broadcast content, they must pay attention to political and social factors. While sexual and violent content is strictly forbidden, platforms should also consider ethical boundaries in designing other live streaming content [10] , [11] . To satisfy investors, platforms must also consider how to create and retain a viewership with a functional monetary interface.
II. PSYCHOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS OF LIVE STREAMING
During live streaming entertainment shows, it is a popular practice for fans to purchase gifts for their favourite hosts to improve their feeling of connection. Although most viewers tend to be free riders, YY Live self-developed a live streaming eco-system in which online participants have access to experiences that they cannot enjoy off-line or, alternatively, off-line experiences that can be magnified online.
For example, some users (particularly those in their 20s) progressively develop an attachment to hosts. Wu Yang, who is a singing host, says that fans ''like my style. There is too much legit content with no creativity, and Internet viewers cannot stand it if I don't sing for a few days. The reason why I am popular is that everyone is as lonely as I am'' [12] . When they send gifts to their favourite hosts, fans receive instant online recognition, namely, connection with the hosts, which can even lead to infatuation. Such social interaction improves viewers' happiness. According to Jason Lee Byung, a popular streamer who has evolved from singing covers to hosting a weekly music show, 'Busking Robin', featuring local artists on his stream, said, ''I'm a spontaneous person. The audience can get an instant reply and instant reactions to what they comment onscreen'' [4] .
Previous studies have investigated various aspects of live video streaming. For example, regarding why fans choose to watch live video streaming for an extensive period, Hu et al. [6] find that parasocial interaction and identification of relationships with hosts and among viewers appear to be important factors. In addition, information seeking [13] and diversified content and structure that fulfil the changing needs of audiences [14] are important factors that determine viewer engagement with live streaming services. These factors are also supported by evidence provided by [15] .
Wealthy users utilize YY Live as a platform to exhibit their wealth and receive significant attention (respect) from hosts and other viewers. In an anonymous but supportive environment in the presence of other users, wealthy users feel rewarded and willing to spend more money. Thus, attracting and retaining fans willing to spend money and purchase gifts becomes a priority for hosts [16] - [19] . Taylor Hartwell, who is a foreign host on a Chinese live streaming platform, argued that ''higher-level folks enter streaming rooms with a shiny visual effect that essentially says, 'Look, Mr./Ms. Important is over here', which certainly makes their engagement with the host more likely to result in new followers'' [5] .
Live streaming hosts utilize distinct strategies for different fan types, particularly those willing to purchase gifts. Regarding wealthy users, hosts utilize the power of imagination to present themselves as celebrity idols. As empirically proven by Yu et al. [20] , gift-giving behaviour is highly correlated with the motive for socialization, such as an opportunity for viewers to attract everyone's attention. To encourage users who do not usually purchase gifts, hosts create a family-like feeling to instil loyalty. Hosts further vocalize their support for other shows on the streaming service, often form fan clubs, maintain orders during their live shows, and lavish praise on users who send expensive gifts. As revealed by Zhu et al. [21] , seeing others sending gifts makes viewers more likely to send gifts themselves. According to Charis Koh, a 25-year-old streamer who conducts 'on-the-go' streaming, ''People will stop by my stream; they will say hi, and after a while you become friends''. This bonding and relationship-building viewpoint is also shared by Mr. Psigoda, who runs a live streaming platform focusing on gaming content: ''It's fascinating. A lot of people are meeting through the app and taking those relationships offline. We have had people get engaged through our app''.
On the YY platforms, users who spend a significant level of money are graded. For example, users who spend over 120,000 RMB are awarded the 'King' title, which appears next to their username and includes a special effect every time they enter the live streaming entertainment showroom. Users with different levels of consumption have distinct privileges and titles, including exchanging contact details with hosts (if the hosts are willing). YY Live also organizes contests among hosts in which the winning criterion is the level of gifts received from fans. Because of the natural bonding and sense of connection between hosts and their fans in these shows, fans are often willing to purchase expensive gifts for their hosts during these contests to defend the sense of 'group honour' that has been implanted in their subconscious.
III. CHALLENGES FOR HOSTS AND THEIR DYNAMICS WITH HOST UNIONS
Success on live streaming platforms differs from success on film or music platforms, which rely on professional VOLUME 7, 2019 acting skills and post-production editing to create fascinating and touching onscreen moments that satisfy viewers. While live streaming hosts typically have certain talents (such as dancing, singing, or beauty), they have no acting background or expensive post-production support. Hosts with outgoing personalities who are willing to encourage and comfort fans and make them laugh are more likely to succeed. Hosts must be constantly available to fans as the hosts are expected to appear in the live showroom at a designated time each day. This routine creates a deep connection between hosts and fans. Hosts are under constant pressure as all of their words and actions are viewed and critiqued by fans.
These real-time features of live streaming and close interaction features have introduced pressure on hosts. Aravelle Mancunian is a gaming streamer based in Manchester, UK, who started by posting gaming videos on YouTube and then moved to a live streaming channel. She said, ''I never planned to stream; I planned to do YouTube stuff -then I could do all the lovely editing out of the swearing and the fails and all that stuff, and I could really tailor what people saw of me''. During the first trial of live streaming, Aravelle said that she was ''so scared. I couldn't pay attention to what I was playing; I lost every round because I was so aware that people could see me in real time, which was initially really off-putting'' [22] .
As live streaming is a relatively new business model, there is limited educational material available to hosts. Therefore, a group of professionals with industry experience is necessary to provide adequate guidance to new hosts. Recently, several host unions have been established to perform this role. These host unions perform two key roles, namely, professional support for new and existing hosts and monitoring of hosts' live show performances. Host unions provide professional support in numerous ways. First, host unions design live streaming content based on a particular host's personal characteristics; second, host unions provide practical guidance concerning live streaming performances (such as the best camera angles, selection of live room backgrounds, when to sing or chat with viewers, and tricks to make viewers happy); and third, host unions provide emotional support. According to Xiaoyao, a gaming live streaming broadcast host, ''Coaches are the closest person to the host in the whole union as they are both teachers and friends; they talk about multiple aspects of life as a friend and discuss strategy as a teacher'' [23] .
For example, the selection of live streaming broadcast timing depends on the host's level of experience and the content of the live show. New hosts are generally advised to broadcast late at night or early in the morning when celebrity hosts are taking a break. Live shows discussing love affairs are popular during the evening, while dance shows are typically most popular in the morning when tired viewers are freshening up, and chatting programmes with freelancers are usually scheduled during office hours. Hosts are recommended to maintain a standard time slot to build a strong fan base as fans are able to view them at the same time every day. If hosts do not follow the contract terms outlined by their host union, their gifts will be confiscated, and their live streaming account may be blocked.
Hosts are required to remain calm when faced with challenging interactions with viewers (such as uncouth language). As a gaming streamer who has been playing games for 32 years, Aravelle feels quite upset when ''getting quizzed by eighteen-, nineteen-, twenty-year-old guys who only play Call of Duty but are still asking me to prove I'm a gamer'' [22] . Furthermore, hosts must attract new fans while maintaining good relationships with existing fans. Aravelle's community is ''nice for people to feel like they're a part of something; not like you're just a viewer number, in which people can disappear for weeks on end and we will still remember what they were doing when they left''.
However, it worries her that ''when I had 300 people in my stream for the best part of an hour, I couldn't keep up. I became very conscious of the fact that I wasn't giving each viewer my undivided attention''. Even so, Aravelle still attempts to ''find new ways to get and keep them involved in the stream. I particularly like puzzle games and stuff like that, where chat can get involved and help out'' [22] . Following the popularity and legitimacy of live streaming, Aravelle admits that attracting and retaining viewers is becoming increasingly competitive, and some hosts become ''grumpy and disheartened because they hardly have anyone watching''. She says, ''I am working just as hard as other streamers to increase my audience, but it seems like many people are taking it way too seriously''.
To address this challenge, host unions serve as a form of mentorship for hosts with the goal of establishing a strong psychological foundation. In addition to this mentorship, host unions must monitor host performance during live shows. With the growth of the live streaming industry, it has become typical for live streaming platforms to assign hosts' rights to host unions, requiring each host to register with a host union. This close business relationship between live streaming platforms and host unions introduces further collaborations. For example, in exchange for host union monitoring, live streaming platforms provide discounted recharge services, enabling the purchase of gifts to support their own hosts at a lower price. In addition, host unions are able to purchase promotions on the front page of live streaming platforms (website and mobile applications) to promote their hosts. This business cooperation between live streaming platforms and host unions enables host unions to introduce hosts to more viewers, thereby improving publicity and income.
As a result of the relationship between live streaming platforms and host unions, hosts typically pay 10% of their income to the host platform. According to the previously discussed distribution ratio of fans' gift revenue (among the live streaming platform, host, and host union), the host union receives 20% of a host's fan gift income. Hosts receive a base salary each month from their host union in addition to their share of fan gifts. This rate is negotiable between the host and platforms depending on the host's popularity.
It is common for new hosts to choose a sizable host union that can provide extensive support in the form of front-page recommendation and gifts in addition to guidelines for live streaming practice. Due to the size of the industry and the business relationship between host unions and live streaming platforms, host unions wield significant power. Host unions can actively shape hosts' viewership, such as by purchasing a large amount of (discounted) gifts and organizing support from other hosts. However, following the commercialization and expansion of host unions, there are currently a large number of hosts in each union. Communication between hosts and host unions is largely limited to performance evaluations rather than education and assistance. Actions to improve hosts' performance include extension of the broadcasting time of live shows and more competitions among hosts. Such long hours and repetitive working arrangements without adequate professional development and support are likely to upset hosts, which could lead experienced hosts to leave host unions.
IV. CHALLENGES FOR HOSTS, HOST UNIONS, AND LIVE STREAMING PLATFORMS A. THE YY LIVE ANNUAL CONTEST
Each year, YY Live hosts an annual contest among hosts, and the winning criterion is the number of gifts a host receives. Achieving a high ranking in this contest requires collaboration among hosts, their fans, and host unions. Winning such a contest has different implications for hosts and their unions. For a host, winning provides good publicity and a sizable income. For a host union, winning indicates that the host union is exceptional at providing training and resources (including financial resources), which helps attract new hosts and even new fans. However, the emerging fragility of the relationship between hosts and their unions necessitates that host unions must carefully consider the cost-benefit analysis of this annual contest.
B. THE 'LITTLE SMILE' INCIDENT
'China Blue' is one of the key host unions in YY Live and has over 20,000 hosts. While more than 600 hosts receive a monthly income of over 1,500 Yuan, fewer than 100 hosts earn over 15,000 Yuan per month. 'Little Smile' is a famous host within 'China Blue'. One week before the annual YY Live contest, she publicly expressed her discontent with 'China Blue' in her live streaming showroom with over three million fans. According to 'Little Smile', she hoped to rank in the top 3 in the YY Live annual contest; thus, she contacted the management team of 'China Blue' with the hope of obtaining six million Yuan to enable her to compete for the highest possible ranking.
However, 'China Blue' informed 'Little Smile' that the host union had already set up a sponsorship distribution strategy and that any change in the strategy would violate the existing budget management practices of 'China Blue' and upset the other hosts. Furthermore, 'China Blue' expressed their belief that the current sponsorship level was sufficient to support 'Little Smile' in securing a high ranking in the annual contest. Therefore, they refused the sponsorship request of six million Yuan from 'Little Smile'. An underlying explanation for these events is that 'Little Smile' did not confirm her willingness to extend her host union contract with 'China Blue', which may have been concerned that further sponsorship for 'Little Smile' in the annual contest might lead to no return for them if 'Little Smile' decided to leave 'China Blue' after winning.
In fact, well before the YY Live annual contest, 'China Blue' analysed their affiliated hosts and confirmed those most likely to top the list. 'China Blue' established clear rules regarding sponsorship applications, namely, that the host union would sponsor a host to the level of one-third of the fans' sponsorship during the annual YY Live context. However, this rule was not specified in the host union announcement, which led to the above dispute. Under this arrangement, the host union provides only 30% of a host's sponsorship, and the host is required to source 70%. This revelation upset the fans of 'Little Smile', who perceived this requirement as unfair and a means to take advantage of them. As a result, many of 'Little Smile's' fans announced that they would not support 'China Blue' in the future.
Such a dispute reveals that the competition between hosts and host unions is far more severe than expected as most of a host union's income is derived from the distribution of fan gifts. It is extremely important for host unions to maintain good relations with celebrity hosts; according to research conducted by BigOne Lab, as referenced by Chen [1] , the top 10,000 active hosts contributed approximately 44% of YY's second-quarter revenue guidance for 2017. Host unions could lose a significant portion of revenue if they lose any celebrity hosts. Furthermore, this dispute presents the difficulty of 'China Blue' clarifying such a conflict as host unions generally do not have an official live showroom. This occurrence damaged not only the image of 'China Blue' but also their efforts in the annual YY Live contest. Following further negotiation between 'China Blue' and 'Little Smile', 'Little Smile' received further sponsorship from 'China Blue' for the YY Live contest.
C. CHALLENGES FOR KEY STAKEHOLDERS
This dispute illustrates the high level of competition between hosts and host unions. As the number of hosts in each host union dramatically increases without a concurrent increase in adequate education and training, the reliance of hosts on their host union decreases. Host unions maintaining existing business connections with live streaming platforms and approaches to please viewers are likely exacerbating competition among platforms as each platform converges on a similar business model.
In response to this challenge, new host unions have been established along with celebrity hosts. In this setting, the celebrity hosts consider newly signed hosts their 'students' who receive proper training and guidance and a significant boost in viewership thanks to the celebrity host. This relationship also benefits the celebrity hosts as they are able to increase their influence via their many 'students' on the live streaming platform.
It is commonly accepted that the function of host unions is to educate and monitor hosts. As discussed above, once hosts become sufficiently familiar with live streaming protocols, the value of belonging to a host union diminishes. Therefore, with a large increase in hosts producing similar content, host unions may consider transforming their role from celebrity agents to content producers. This role includes the provision of professional guidance regarding personalized content design and other approaches to encourage the production of more original content. Host unions may also consider providing behaviour management and incentive schemes based on the hosts' development stages. In addition, considering previous incidents in which some hosts were underpaid or even delayed payment by the live streaming platforms [12] , host unions can provide adequate legal and living support to hosts in need.
V. CONCLUSION
Live streaming entertainment has become a key player in the current business world, especially in China. With the development of fast (mobile) Internet and the utility of smart phones, advertising via (Internet) celebrities using live streaming is currently undertaken by many brands in China. This paper discusses the core business models of live streaming in China regarding the monetary interface between users and hosts. We identify the associated challenges for different stakeholders in this practice, including live streaming platforms, host unions, and hosts. While both suitable content and a monetary interface are essential for live streaming platforms, the strength of the partnership between host unions and hosts is equally important. Future studies could extend the analysis of live streaming practices and provide suggestions for future sustainable development. 
